The advanced working area

Perfect all around – so that every move is right
HöhleProteus ®, the modern supply table for the highest requirements,
which gives a new interpretation of functionality.
With many practical features such as the generously dimensioned
work surface or the ergonomically formed profiles.
Choice of materials, machining on the highest technical level and a
high degree of individuality reflect a harmony between personal
requirements and hygienic supply.

You can always be sure of
one thing - our innovation
and quality standard with our
individual solutions for you.
Tailor-made for your needs,
for a particularly simple
working routine.

Functionality meets design: The HöhleProteus ® – well thought

The complete solution with
a docking station includes
everything for optimising
your work area.

The HöhleProteus® supply table offers functionality for the highest
requirements of all. Combined with the ingenious docking device, a
boundless, flexible work area is produced. Optional body bars, as
well as insert supports serve for hygienic work with the body in
accordance with standards. The ergonomically formed enclosure
means you can work with no complaints – your back will thank you
for it.
The HöhleProteus® trolley stands out for its quiet running and ease of
movement. Unique: The steering and braking rollers together with
the handle ensure ease when handling.

The standards we set ourselves
are high.
We carry out continuous
quality management.
The reward is our customers’
confidence in our products.
And we work on this daily.

out for a perfect work area

An overview of your
HöhleProteus®:
high-quality premium steel
ergonomically formed
large work surface
simple operation
particularly easy to maintain
practical accessories
machining on the highest
technical level
manufactured to measure

The insert supports made of
premium steel can be easily
taken out. Easy cleaning is
therefore guaranteed.
Ergonomically formed
profiles prevent injuries by
pointed edges and corners.
The head rest is also
anatomically adapted.

HöhleProteus® sets new standards: Your wishes are carried out
through CAD development. A perfect solution adapted completely to
your needs. Your “Made in Germany” working equipment meets all
GMP standards. GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) is the current
standard in the area of hygiene. In cooperation with DEKRA a
testing procedure has been developed in order to set the hygienic
element of your HöhleProteus® to the highest level. Our forty years
of experience is just one building block here and shows that
time never stands still. You will receive from us the newest user
technology, made to measure, for successful operational procedures.

The positive effect – the smooth work routine
Good work equipment should work successfully. The individual
manufacturing steps guarantee this. Wilfried Höhle Maschinenbau
offers successful interaction between technical know-how, innovative
design and high-quality manufacturing with the HöhleProteus®.
Complete solutions, special preparations and individual parts are
provided produced quickly, reliably and carefully. Just as you want it.

Flexibly made to measure: What belongs together comes together here.

The docking station is the
highlight of the
HöhleProteus ® series.
An all-rounder with many
important functions.

The HöhleProteus ® Andock
stands out for its functional
design. The medial mounting
is impressively smoothrunning and has a long,
tiltable discharge.
The integrated two-way
shifting reduces water and
energy consumption by up
to 50 %.
The trick:
A noticeable resistance, the
first shifting position limits
the flow quantity by
approximately five litres per
minute – fully sufficient for
hand washing.
Only if the lever is moved
further upwards over the
resistance does the second
shifting position switch on
allowing more water to flow.

So that you know who we are,
what we can do and what we
develop for you … take a look
on the Internet at:
www.hoehle-maschinenbau.de

HöhleProteus® and HöhleProteus® Andock

The HöhleProteus® Andock
is available with the following
standard fittings:
solid hand shower with
shut-off
(3 metre pressure pipe)
Wall holder
Inserting adapters for
connecting to the
hydroaspirator
2 plug sockets (230 V)
stable wall and floor bracket
side inspection door
side tap
solid special inlet
Is there anything else you
would like?
Contact us. We will gladly
manufacture the
HöhleProteus® Andock
especially for you as you
want it.

Adjustment is child’s play.
The HöhleProteus® has a handle which does not only ensure the
protective corner radius, but moreover the precise steering of the
entire table. When slid into the solid guide the HöhleProteus® latches
automatically into the docking station. The connection can be loosened
again on both sides and the work area cleaned. It is that simple.

A perfect piece of work needs
more than just one tool.
It needs individual concepts for
showing speed and precision.
And Wilfried Höhle
Maschinenbau has more than
just one idea there. Ask us for
solutions.

Individual with system: Your needs are accurately met

See for yourself that the
HöhleProteus ® is well planned
right down to the details.
The integrated tub run-off is
located underneath the insert
supports.
The downward gradient is
precisely calculated and
ensures speedy drainage.
You therefore save time and
money.

We also offer some extras for
the HöhleProteus® such as the
head rest or the aligned body
bars.
In addition, you can complete
your HöhleProteus® with the
following items: Scales,
shearing stand, suction,
self-cleaning, lifting system,
and much more.

Success in the work area – the practical working aids

Decorative highlights

Many years of experience, individual concepts and the use of all
technical possibilities, are the success factor for our customers on their
way up. Take advantage of the new product range of useful working
aids, which will make your life easier.

Wilfried Höhle Maschinenbau
offers new and creative
complete solutions from a
single source. For example:
Artistic items of decoration
for your design.

HöhleHerkules (body lifter)
HöhlePhoinix (cool holding trolley)
HöhleJanus (hygiene table)
HöhleCalypso (cabinet / shelf system)

Shearing table and shearing trolley
Coffin and body rack
Cooling and intensive cooling store
Air sterilisation, odourless

Ecclesiastical art
Funeral decoration

Overview: Your HöhleProteus®

HöhleProteus® / HöhleProteus® Andock

HöhleProteus® is a product of
Wilfried Höhle Maschinenbau

Premium steel

nickel chromium steel in materials
W.1.4301 and W.1.4571

Tub

ergonomically formed

Corner formation

plane, hygienic form

Downward gradient

integrated in tub run-off

Discharge

eccentric as requested by customer

CAD development

Basic frame

very stable rectangular pipe construction

CNC construction in own
company

Alternatives

shearing construction, pedestal,
column construction, and much more

Customised planning

Trolley

4 premium steel steering and braking rollers
(smooth-running) for the hygiene area

Full service from a single
source

Loading capacity

450 kg

Handling

stable, good grip handle

Fixed price warranty

Sizes

2200 / 800 x 850 mm (customer request)

Leasing

Docking station

HöhleProteus ® Andock

Extras

insert supports, body bars, head rests,
shearing stand, suction, scales, self-cleaning,
lifting system, and much more

The exclusive Höhle machining
Quality control
Machining in accordance with data sheet 822
Welding methods in accordance with data sheet 823
CAD development
Manufacturing on state-of-the-art CNC machines
Qualified specialist staff
Prices on request.
Fixed basic price plus the alloy surcharge valid on the day of the order.

An overview of your benefits
Over 40 years of experience
and competence
Proven brand quality
Funeral director partner
Defence supplier

Short production time

Extensive warranty
Customer service

Do you have any more questions about HöhleProteus®?
Write to us or call us. Your personal specialist adviser will gladly
inform you regarding further details.

HöhleProteus ® is a product of:

Wilfried Höhle Maschinenbau
Siemensstraße 34
50374 Erftstadt
Germany
Telephone +49 (0) 22 35 - 95 29 65
Fax
+49 (0) 22 35 - 95 29 64
info@hoehle-maschinenbau.de
www.hoehle-maschinenbau.de

03.09 W.0000/4

Your contact

